
Abstract 

 In the thesis I focused on a process of residential treatment in a therapeutic 

community. Such a process is mostly divided into four stages in all therapeutic 

communities in the CR where different needs and tasks are required from clients. 

The procedure in the treatment process is evaluated by the group as well as by staff. 

The fulfillment of criteria in each phase is a condition needed for shifting the clients in 

the treatment process towards successful completion of treatment. These phases are 

clearly defined by therapists and clients are acquainted with them through the 

operating manual. 

The aim of the thesis is to describe the process of treatment and common 

elements with regard to how it is perceived and experienced by the clients during the 

treatment in the therapeutic community WHITE LIGHT I. Using methods of 

prospective study helps to describe the process of treatment and then divide it 

according to the common elements into ,,phases" as they are perceived by the 

clients themselves, and compare them with formally stated phases of treatment in the 

TC. The thesis is based on a qualitative approach. Data collection was conducted 

through prospective monitoring, ie. a different method from the previous research, 

which was focused retrospectively. In addition, the research used other sources of 

data contained in the clients´ documentation. The research group has an institutional 

form and consists of the clients from the therapeutic community WHITE LIGHT who 

has finished the treatment of at least 6 months. 

Through the analysis of data acquired from the clients it was managed to get a 

description of the treatment process and divide them into parts according to the most 

crucial characteristics from the clients´ perspective, also to compare the formally 

defined phases with the phases according to the clients and to identify significant 

differences as well as a compliance. The compliance was mainly related to the 

second middle phase of the treatment, some differences were in the initial and final 

phase of the treatment. The acquired results may bring into practice several 

suggestions regarding the care of drug addicted especially in the process of 

residential treatment in the therapeutic communities and for the therapeutic teams.  
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